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DP3 EST

1. Protclt decision recontidered on alaof failure tu addreses
important epecific contentionsl ra __ed by protestter. New con-
tentior. raised for first time in request for reconsidertation
Zt. conuldered.

2. No l w or regulation prohibits opening bid under second step
of two-step procurement sthtch in marked *tl if bid was from
firm which did not participate in first *tep, notwithstasnding
tha~t firms' appasrent ineligibility to compete on second step
iD. its own right.

3. Where 178 lindto si~pl'two bids to those firm having submitted
*ccept-bla fiiast tstep proposali , bid by joint venture may be
accepted notwithsttnding only 'one firm of Joint venture sub-
mitted *ccepttible step one proposal. Assertion by unsuccessful
bidder of prejudice an basis that joint venture wats not one of
bidders in c"14itition after si4t one ia not determinative
since member of joist venture wthich tsubmitted acceptable step
one proposal is severally liable under contract ---. d comperi-
tive affect of second joint venture member's entry itl
tspe cu.la tive.

4. Anti-assig¢mtent statute policy rationale applicable in preaward
situetions to transfers of bidsaend proposals is not applicable
to formation of ioint venture to compete on second step under two-
step procurement consisting of firm submitting acceptable first
tbtep proposal and firslt stop nonparticipant.

W C Enterprisles, Inc. (G&C), by counmsel, has requested that we
reconsider our deciaion denying its protest in G&C Enterprises, Inc.
b-186748, October 28, 1976, 76-2 CPD 367 -
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In our prior decision, we found that the low bid of the jo ixt
venture of A. Neri, Inc. (Keri), and Craft Electric Corporation (Craft)
under the second step of a two-step formaly Mdvertieud procuremant
could be accepted for award. In the first step of the procurement,
Craft had submitted an acceptable proposal; however, neither NKre
nor the joint venture participated. Armed Services Procurement
Regulation (ASPR) I 2-53.2(ii) (1976 ad.) rqquireu that the second
step invitation for bids (Ina) include the following provision:

"Bids will be accepted and considered only
fram those firms who have submitted acceptable
technical proposals pursuant to the first step
of ruch procedures, am initiated by the (Request
for Technical Proposals] ."

Since the purpose of step two to solicit firm bid. by formal advertising
only from those firms which submitted acceptable technical proposals
durtng the first step was accomplished because the members of a joint
venture are jointly and severally liable for the joint venture'a
obligations, award could be made to the j4int venture based on Craft'.
technical prnposal without violating this pro'iision. We also found
that the addition of another firm as a principal in Craft's bid for
the second step did not give Craft an opportunity to control its
eligibility for award after bid opening to the prejudice of other
bidders berause the change in legal entity occurred prior to bid
submission. In addition, we found no merit to the other protest basis
that the joint venture's bid bond was so insufficient as to render its
low bid nonresponaive.

G&C's counsel has asked that we reconsider our decision based
on the following three contentions: (1) aince the joint venture's
bid on the second step was delivered in an envhlope which apparently
was marked as if the bid was from Neri- which did not compete in the
first step-it was improper for the contracting officer to open that
bid; (2) GC was prejudiced by the consideration of the joint venture'a
bid because the G6C bid was prepared, in view of the ID limitation on
the second step competition, based' upon competing only against the other
four firms which submitted acceptable first step proposala; and (3)
since the legal entity awarded the contract was different from the
entity submitting the acceptable techrical proposal, there was an
improper transfer of rights in contravention of the rationale of the
anti-assignmant statutes, 41 U.S.C. i 15 (1970) and 31 U.S.C. 1 203
(1970).
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The Air Force has asserted that we should not recoauider our
prior decision mince counsel for .ha proteuter has not sn cifi ed
"any errors of law made or inforaution noL: previously considered."
EaSee aL:tion 20.9(e) of our Bid Protest Procedures, 4 C.P.U. | 20.9(a)
(1976).

Although the first and second contentions were raised by GLC Ait
its protest to car Office, we did not explicitly discuss them In our
prior decision. Therefore, we believe that a specific discussion of
these two important contentions would be an appropriate matter for
reconsideration of our prior decision.

The Air Force has also asserted that the first contention was
untimely raised by 06C. That is, although the s&cond step bids were
opened on Jane 11, 1976, G&C first explicitly questioned tLe opening
of the envelope marked Mear in a letter of August 24, 1976, respond-
ing to the Air Force report on the protest to our Office. G&C'i
initial protest coantciation (received in our Office on June 'R.
1976) stated in pertinent part:

* *** A'. JERm INCORPORATED WAS NOT ONE OF THE
FIVE FIRMS WHO SUBMIrTED AN ACCEPTABLE TECEiCAI.
PROPOSAL AND, IN FACT, SUBIITTED NO TECHNICAL
PROPOSAL UNDER STEP ONE."

We believe that it can be implied from this co=unicatica questioning
a proposed award to Neri that G&C was objacting to the consideration
of a enri bid, i.e., opening the envelope marked Wari.

The third contention was not specifically raited by G6C during the
course of the protest, nor Was it explicitly discussed Tn our prior
decision. However, inasmuch am this contention is withui the narrow
ambit of and is necessary to the resolution of the lasic issue, we
believe it appropriate, under the circusstanees of tC-is case, to recon-
sider our decision in light of this contention.

With regard to the merits of Q&C's first contention, although
it appears that the contracting officer opened the joint venture's
envelope which was marked as if the bid of a firm which did not
participate in the first step, we have found no rule or regulation
which prohibits the opening of such a bik, notwithstanding that firm's
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apparent Ineligibility to toupote in its own right on the second
step. Counsel for U&C has *nalogised this situation to 53 Coup. "a.|
348 (1973). However, in that case, we found that it was within the
scope of a contracting agency's discretion in a procureent properly
restricted to defense mobilizatton base producers to return unopened
a package marked as the unsolicited proposal of a fire DoL in the
mcbiliuation basa.

With regard to the second contention, G6C's counsel asserts
that it and the other four acceptable firma were specifically apprised
of whom they were going to compete against in the second step. G&C
asserts that this was iD accordance with AhPA I 2-S03.2(iv) (1976 el.),
which required such a disclosure. CC claitm that it relied on compating
againAt only these four firma in computing a bid price for the second
*te. In this regard, the protester has asibmitted a detailed explant-
tion with documentation regarding how its bid price was computed which
has been summarized by G6C'o rounsel as follows:

"G & C rpecifically considered that/it had beaten * * *
fthe fifth low bidder] on 21 out of 22 prior occasions
where the two were in competidion. Therefore, C & C
felt that * * * [the fifth low bidder] repr-e'ted no serious
competition. With regard to * * [ tthe fouith low bidder], it
war readivl apparent to a & C that * * * rthe fourth low bidder),
lacking familiarity with Air Force apecifications and
procedures, wan probably going to have to include a
mubstantial contingency amornt to cover itself for it.
lack of knowledge and/or sophisticaticn. G & C, therefore,
believed that this firm was not a serious competitor price-
wise. * * * [The third low bidder] was regarded by G & C as a
prin: competitor for this procurement even though * * * (the
third low bidder] had only battered the G & C price in two of
the six bids on which the twco had participated since 1974
but in each of those cases G & C's position'wsi such that
it did not choose to submit a lower, more realistic price '
because if other work which it had already obtained, With
regard to Craft Electric Corporation, C & C obtained'infortma-
tion that Craft, although having personnel knowledgeable in
Air Force specificaeions and procedures, had only pewn I
organized in late January, 1976 and had less than five
months time within whieh to demonstrate its performance
capability and to accumulate a performance track record.
Based on G & C's own experience, even with adequate capital
and recognized responsible manrgement, a bidder mPut have a
demonstrated successful prior performance record ag a
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prerequi ite to obtaining the ecessmary performance
and pa yeit bonds that would be required in any
construct on contract of this magnitude. Since
C 6 C knew that Craft, being in existence only
five months, had no mud desonstrated performance
cd. since a retsonable price for the base bid
would be $200,000 and that the total project
woull exfeed $500,000 by a substartial amount,
C & C thus concluded that Craft :lectric Corpora-
tion was mitrly not in a position te acquire the
necessary bonds from any approved sirety company.
Therefore, even though its price probably would be
extrstmely low due to its very low overhead, Craft
was elinioated from serious consideration as a
cotpstitcr on this procurement. G & C priced its
bid bated in large measure on ill of the above
factors by which it assessad the four bidding
entitie. against vhich it w'ts competing. Had G & C.
kowever, known that 'it warn 4,quired to underbid yet a
ftfthfentity, i.e., the jn±'nt venture of Craft-Neri,
it i6`6id hie bid diffe:ently because it W#,u'td have
recognized that the join. v-nture composedt af one
established firm, t'ri, was capable of being bonded
but yet that by virtue of ntwness of the other half
of the joint venture (Craft) had overhead rate. substan-
tially belo'w that of any of the other competitors
snd thus wou'd be in a position to submit a low bid
price. Under those circumstances, G & C could not
reasonably have sub' _-ted a total bid of $565,159
and have believed fiat it would have rece'-ed
award absent some fluke. Clearly, if C & C had
kno'rsz that the joint venture entity was going to
submit a bil, it would have been required to submit a
bid substantially below that which it did."

G&C ma'iiitains that in view' of the prejudice it suffered because the
joint venture was allowed to compete, the mandatory langx!ige of the
solicltition limiting second step competition to firms which submitted
acceptable first step proposals should have been enforced to exclude
the joint venture.

Notwithstanding GiC's contentions, we believe that the acceptance
.uf the second step joint venture bid comported with the ASPR S 2-503(ii)
(1976 ad.) requirement that bid. could only be accepted from firms which
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submittad acceptable first step proposals. This is so because * joint
venture has joint and individual liability. Sea discussion above end
in prior decision. Contrast Xaulyon Elevator Division Reliance
Electric Company, 55 Corp Ga. 1051 (1976), 76-1 O 294 (cited by
G6C's counsel), where we found that an award which war inconsistent
with a definitive responsibility requirement that a bidder have 5
years' successful experience was improper.

Moreover, we regard G6C's stated prejudice as speculative, and
not such that Craft should have been precluded from joining in a joint
venture to bid on the second step. Although considerable analysis hes
been presented by G6C to show how its bid was prepared, we are not
persuaded that G6C would have been the low bidder even if it had known
of the Joint venture's intended participation in the second step. In
this regard, we note that the G6C analysis wae prepared during the
course of the protest at this Office.

Also, since there is no indication that Czaft had eaJericnced
any particular financial difficulties, we do not nee how G6C could
assume that Craft could not procure the required bonds. Craft couid
have obtained additional resources or financial backitig by meanstuther
than forming a joint venture with Neri, e.g., through a subcontractual
or guaranteeship relationship. See B-171095, May 4, 1971; 52 Comp.
Gen. 886 (1973); Harper Enterprises, 53 Comp. Gen. 496, 499 (1974),
74-1 CPD 31; and ASPR I 1-903.1(i) (1976 ed.). Tf Craft had elected
to obtain additional resources through one of these alternative methods,
GIC would have suffered the saae "prejudice" it claims to have suffered
here.

Furthermore, there were five appaiently competiiive firms which
submitted acceptable proposals. Consequently, notwithstanding 06C'.
protestations to the contrary, it seema difficult-to may, with any
certainty, that any knowledge regarding the possible "addition to the
competition" of one more bidder would have caused any of the other
bidders to have so revised their bid price as to be low. Contrast
Instrumentation Marketing Corporations B-182347, January 28, 1973
75-1 CPD 60. In that case, we sustained the protest of a camels
supplier against an award to the only competing firm under a request
for prodpouals because certain mandatory requirements were waived
after award to allow the awardee to deliver its standard product.
The protester was clearly prejudiced in that ctae due to Government's
failure to properly state its requirements, which gave the protester
the Impression that the only competitor under the RFP could not offer
its standard product.
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Finally, although an effect of ASPR I 2-503.2(iv) (1976 ad.) (cited
by GIC's counsel) is to Inform the firms which submitted acceptable pro-
posrls of each other's eligibility to compete under the second step, its
purl.ose is not to disclose all possible competitors so that bids could
be prepared accordingly; rather, as indicated by the regulation' clear
language, its purpose is to inform prospective subcontractors of
potential subcontracting opportunities. See B-166315, August 15, 1969.

With regard to G&C's counsel's third contention, it is clear that
the anti-assignment statutes, 1.1 U.S.C. 1 15 (1970) and 31 U.S.C. I
203 (1970), are not applicable to the transfer or assignment of
proposals and bids prior to the award of a contract. However, we
have stated that the rationale for these statutes should be applied
in preaward situations, "as a matter of public policy and a matter
of sound procurement policy," to assignments of proposals and bids
(after bid 6penin.). 43 Comp. Can. 353, 372 (1963); 51 id. 145, 148
(1971); Ntmaex Ellictronics. Inc., 54 id. 581, 584 (1975), 75-1 CPD 21.
As stated in NuAx, supra, at 583, the purpose nf the analogous
anti-assignment statutes is as follows:

"* * * to secure to the government the personal
attention and services of the contractor; to
render him liable to punishment for fraud or neglect
of duty; and to prevent, parties from acquiring mere
speculative interests, Francis v. United States,
1875, 11 Ct. C1. 638,. and from thereafter selling
the contracts at a profit to bona fide bidders
and contractors * * * Thamison v. Commissioner
of Internal Revenue. 205 F.2d 73, 76 (3rd Cir.1953)."

At 51 Comp. Gen., AugrS, at 148, we indicated that there was even
Reater reason to apply this position to the transfer of bids under
formally advertised procurements for the following reason:

"* * * To permit a party to enter into the
competition after bids have been opened by virtue
of taking over the bid of one whose situat .on
makes its responsibility questionable tould seem
to provide an unwarranted option to the prejudice of
other bidders. * * *"

Also see B-144012, November 7, 1960, which is distinguished in our
prior decision.
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We do not believe these policy constraints regarding the
transfer of bide sad proposals are applicable to the present
situation involving two-atep formal advertising. AP indicated
in our prior decision, two-step procurements are analogous to the
use of qualified product& lists (QPL). See 40 Comp. Gen. 35, 38
(1960); id. 40, 42 (1960). The purpose of the QPL qualification
process:

"* * * is to allow the Government to efficiently
procure items CA which substantial testing would be
required to insure that they would meet the Government's
requirements or critical items of which safe operation
is imperative, by permitting the extensive tests needed
-to show that the particular product will meet the Govern-
ment's requirements to be conducted prior to the actual
procurement action. * * *

D. Maody & Co.. Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 1, 10 (1975), 75-2 CPD 1.
Similarly, the purpose of the first stop request for technical
proposals is so permit the Government to determine the accept Lility
of the technical proposals described by potential bidders, yet make
the award selection on the second step under the preferred formal
advertising procedures considering bid prices based on the technical
proposals founJ acceptable in the first step. The policy concerns
regarding the transfer of bids and proposals are not present in QYL
procurements prior to the submission of proposals or bids under a
solicitation or in two-step procurements prior to the second step.
For a6ample, neither a firm listed on a QPL nor a firm which has
submitted an acceptable first step proposal is under any legal
obligation to bid when firm bids are solicited. Moreover, we do
not believe the formation of a joint venture in the presentecase
to bid on the sicond step was really an "assignment" or "transfer"
of a proposal at all, since Craft is still individually liable to
perform in accordance with its acceptable first step proposal.

As discussed above and, in our prior decision, not only is the
Government assured of receiving performance in accordance with the
first step proposal, but we can perceive no real prejudice to other
bidders or the competitive bid system from permitting consideration
of the joint venture's second step bid.
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Iu view of the for.going, our decimion c. GAC. suura, in
Of f irmed.

Acting fal
of the Uaited States
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